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Reading The Hard Way. Feeling he has to give Lee Child a go, just because every one else has. And his mother-in-law thrust the book upon him. Jack Reacher. Star of The Hard Way. Kind of a cross between Arnold Schwarzenegger and the Littlest Hobo. Spends his time being right about everything almost all the time. After building an 8-figure business and on the way to 10, I have been able to meet a lot of people and learn a lot of lessons the hard way, which is why I wrote the book So you don't have to. Pre-order now and get your signed limited-edition copy. Learn secrets of life that are rarely known now before the age of 40. Shit I wish I knew if I could start all over. Stories of my life that have thrown me valuable lessons. 1. shipping. Where To Ship Book? 2. your info. The Hard Way which is mentioned in the title doesn't mean that it is difficult to learn from this book. But this title suggests that you can become a hardcore programmer once you have strong foundations in it. These foundations can be built by reading this beautiful book of programming. The Bad Part of Learn Python The Hard Way. Zed warns against some common but faulty programmer advice. I largely agree with him but I think his reasons for doing this bear some explaining.